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Ayn Rand Cult Sep 05 2020 Despised by the intellectual establishment, Ayn Rand continues to attract many
thousands of devoted followers. Her "Objectivist" movement preaches an uncompromising hard line on politics, art,
sex, and psychological health. Though much has been written about Rand, The Ayn Rand Cult is the first book to
explain the true origin of her ideas and to show how they were shaped into a new, atheistic religion. Jeff Walker
shatters many myths about Rand, exposing Objectivism as a classic cult, unusual because of its overt emphasis on
self-interest, rationality, and atheism, but typical of cults in its guru-worship, thought control, trial and
excommunication of deviants, and hostility to existing society.
The New Ayn Rand Companion Jun 26 2022 Chronicles and summarizes Ayn Rand's writings, presents information
about her national and global impact--and the response to it--and provides the most comprehensive bibliography
published to date.
Feminist Interpretations of Ayn Rand Oct 19 2021
Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged Aug 17 2021 Since its publication in 1957 Atlas Shrugged, the philosophical and artistic
climax of Ayn Rand's novels, has never been out of print and has received enormous critical attention becoming one
of the most influential books ever published, impacting on a variety of disciplines including philosophy, literature,
economics, business, and political science among others. More than a great novel, Atlas Shrugged is an abstract
conceptual, and symbolic work that expounds a radical philosophy, presenting a view of man and man's relationship
to existence and manifesting the essentials of an entire philosophical system - metaphysics, epistemology, politics
and ethics. Celebrating the fiftieth year of Atlas Shrugged's publication, this companion is an exploration of this
monumental work of literature. Contributions have been specially commissioned from a diversity of eminent
scholars who admire and have been influenced by the book, the included essays analyzing the novel's integrating
elements of theme, plot and characterization from many perspectives and from various levels of meaning.
Hope Jan 28 2020 In our times hope is called into question. The disintegration of economic systems, of states and
societies, families, friendships, distrust in political structures, forces us to ask if hope has disappeared from the
experience of today's men and women. In August 2019, up to 240 participants met at the international theological
congress in Bratislava, Slovakia. The main lectures, congress sections and workshops aimed to provide a space for
thinking about the central theme of hope in relation to philosophy, politics, pedagogy, social work, charity,
interreligious dialogue and ecumenism.
Perspectives on Ayn Rand's Contributions to Economic and Business Thought Oct 07 2020 Ayn Rand wrote and
lectured on economic concepts and topics. This volume addresses the economic and business aspects of her
writings. The authors of this anthology are from a variety of fields and all of them are enthusiastic supporters of her
ideas.
Goddess of the Market Jan 10 2021 Drawing on unprecedented access to Rand's private papers and the original,
unedited versions of Rand's journals, Jennifer Burns offers a groundbreaking reassessment of this key cultural
figure, examining her life, her ideas, and her impact on conservative political thought. Burns highlights the two
facets of Rand's work that make her a perennial draw for those on the right: her promotion of capitalism, and her
defense of limited government. Both sprang from her early, bitter experience of life under Communism, and became
among the most deeply enduring of her messages, attracting a diverse audience of college students and
intellectuals, business people and Republican Party activists, libertarians and conservatives. The book also traces
the development of Rand's Objectivist philosophy and her relationship with Nathaniel Branden.
Why Businessmen Need Philosophy Dec 29 2019 The intellectual tooks every business person needs in the
boardroom. Includes two rare essays by Ayn Rand! With government and the media blaming big business for the
world economic crisis, capitalism needs all the help it can get. It's the perfect time for this collection of essays
presenting a philosophical defense of capitalism by Ayn Rand and other Objectivist intellectuals. Essential and

practical, Why Businessmen Need Philosophy reveals the importance of maintaining philosophical principles in the
corporate environment at all levels of business from daily operations to executive decisions, and provides the
tactical and tactful rational thinking required to defend companies from ideological attacks.
Ayn Rand Jul 28 2022 Portrays Ayn Rand's early life, immigration to America, philosophical and literary
contributions, and lasting influence on the literary world, drawing on newspaper articles, notes, novels, essays, and
other works.
Hymne Jun 02 2020 Er lebte in einer dunklen Zukunft. In einer Welt ohne Liebe hatte er den Mut, nach Liebe zu
suchen. In einer Zeit ohne Wissenschaft und Zivilisation hatte er den Mut, Wissen zu suchen und zu finden. Doch
nicht aufgrund dieser Verbrechen wurde er gejagt. Sein Leben stand auf dem Spiel, weil er die eine unverzeihliche
Sünde begangen hatte: Er wollte sich nicht einer menschlichen Horde unterordnen, die ohne Sinn und Verstand war.
Er war kein Herdentier - er war ein Mensch, und er stand allein. Ayn Rands Klassiker über die finstere Zukunft des
großen "Wir", wo Individuen keinen Namen, keine Unabhängigkeit und keinen Wert haben, ist der Vorlauf zu ihren
späteren Meisterwerken "Der Ursprung" und "Der Streik".
Ayn Rand & Atlas Shrugged Mar 31 2020 *Includes a full length biography of Ayn Rand that examines her life, works,
philosophy, and legacy. *Includes a primer on Atlas Shrugged that will quickly bring readers up to speed on the plot,
characters, themes, symbols, and philosophy of Rand's classic novel. *Includes pictures of Rand and important
people in her life. *Includes many of Rand's most famous quotes from Atlas Shrugged and other works. *Includes a
Bibliography for further reading. "Government 'help' to business is just as disastrous as government persecution...
the only way a government can be of service to national prosperity is by keeping its hands off." - Ayn Rand Ayn
Rand was born in St. Petersburg, Russia to Jewish parents on February 2, 1905 as Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum,
and she lived through the turbulence and transformation of early 20th century Russia. Her first exposure to reading
came after she taught herself how to read at age six, and she decided at nine years old to become a writer after a
chance encounter with the books of Victor Hugo, the writer she admired most. The seminal events in the young
would-be writer's life came just a few years later, when she witnessed firsthand the Bolshevik Revolution and the
ultimate Communist victory as a teenager. Rand's experience with the maelstrom of this revolutionary zeal and
cultural breakdown greatly contributed toward the formation of Rand's philosophy of objectivism, individualism and
anti-religious ideas. During her last year of high school, she was introduced to the history of the United States and
immediately decided to make America her model of what an ideal society should look like. Rand came to the United
States as a young woman for a visit in 1925, and, as fate would have it, she never returned to Russia. In middle age,
Rand continued trying to write in some capacity as a profession, but she had also formed her personal philosophy
of integrating ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, politics, economics, and sexuality into what came to be called
Objectivism, or as she called it, "a philosophy for living on earth." Rand began writing Atlas Shrugged, her enormous
three part major novel, each with ten chapters, in 1946. Nearly 10 years after it was begun she finished what
ultimately became her greatest achievement, and she poignantly dramatized her unique philosophy. Though Atlas
Shrugged had been a popular title when Ayn Rand published it in 1957, it's quite possible that the only reference to
it that many Americans heard before 2009 came from the hit series Mad Men. However, this staple of conservative
and libertarian reader took on new life as the new Obama Administration sought to use government resources to fix
financial problems. In 2009, with the global economy hemorrhaging jobs, and Western governments pouring
hundreds of billions of dollars in taxpayer money to "bail out" troubled financial firms and large companies,
frustrated people and political analysts turned to a book written over 50 years earlier as a guide out of the abyss.
Conservative politicians like Ron Paul (who named his son after Rand) and commentators like Glenn Beck and Rush
Limbaugh publicly praised Rand and her works, and Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas labeled Atlas
Shrugged one of his favorite novels. By January 2009, one article in the Wall Street Journal was titled, ""Atlas
Shrugged From Fiction to Fact in 52 Years." Over the last few years, Rand has become a household name and her
works have seen their sales spike. Rand and her work are now some of the most influential and relevant works in
America today. Ayn Rand & Atlas Shrugged chronicles the life, ideology and writings of the most famous Libertarian
writer, and it examines her seminal book in detail. Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you
will learn about Ayn Rand and her magnum opus like you never have before.
Ayn Rand Feb 08 2021 Profiles the life and career of the writer, and analyzes her works
Essays on Ayn Rand's "We the Living" Sep 29 2022 Ayn Rand remains a truly significant figure of modern
philosophy. Her unique vision of a world in which man, relying on reason, acts wholly for his own good is skillfully
developed and illustrated in her most famous novels, Atlas Shrugged and The Fountainhead. But Rand's first novel,
We the Living, a lesser-known but no less important book, offers an early form of the author's nascent
philosophy—the philosophy Rand later called Objectivism. In the second edition, Robert Mayhew once again brings
together pre-eminent scholars of Rand's writing. The edition includes three new chapters, as well as an epilogue by
renowned Rand-scholar Leonard Peikoff. In part a history of We the Living, from its earliest drafts to the Italian film
later based upon it, Mayhew's collection goes on to explore the enduring significance of Rand's first novel as a work
both of philosophy and of literature. For Ayn Rand scholars and fans alike, this enhanced second edition is a
compelling examination of a novel that set the tone for some of the most influential philosophical literature to follow.
Wer ist John Galt? Jul 16 2021
Dictionary of Modern American Philosophers Aug 24 2019 The Dictionary of Modern American Philosophers

includes both academic and non-academic philosophers, anda large number of female and minority thinkers whose
work has been neglected. It includes those intellectualsinvolved in the development of psychology, pedagogy,
sociology, anthropology, education, theology, politicalscience, and several other fields, before these disciplines
came to be considered distinct from philosophy in thelate nineteenth century.Each entry contains a short biography
of the writer, an exposition and analysis of his or her doctrines and ideas, abibliography of writings, and
suggestions for further reading. While all the major post-Civil War philosophers arepresent, the most valuable
feature of this dictionary is its coverage of a huge range of less well-known writers,including hundreds of presently
obscure thinkers. In many cases, the Dictionary of Modern AmericanPhilosophers offers the first scholarly treatment
of the life and work of certain writers. This book will be anindispensable reference work for scholars working on
almost any aspect of modern American thought.
Ayn Rand Feb 20 2022 Author of The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand (1905–1982) is one of the most
widely read philosophers of the twentieth century. Yet, despite the sale of over thirty million copies of her works,
there have been few serious scholarly examinations of her thought. Ayn Rand: The Russian Radical provides a
comprehensive analysis of the intellectual roots and philosophy of this controversial thinker. It has been nearly
twenty years since the original publication of Chris Sciabarra’s Ayn Rand: The Russian Radical. Those years have
witnessed an explosive increase in Rand sightings across the social landscape: in books on philosophy, politics,
and culture; in film and literature; and in contemporary American politics, from the rise of the Tea Party to recent
presidential campaigns. During this time Sciabarra continued to work toward the reclamation of the dialectical
method in the service of a radical libertarian politics, culminating in his book Total Freedom: Toward a Dialectical
Libertarianism (Penn State, 2000). In this new edition of Ayn Rand, Chris Sciabarra adds two chapters that present indepth analysis of the most complete transcripts to date documenting Rand’s education at Petrograd State
University. A new preface places the book in the context of Sciabarra’s own research and the recent expansion of
interest in Rand’s philosophy. Finally, this edition includes a postscript that answers a recent critic of Sciabarra’s
historical work on Rand. Shoshana Milgram, Rand’s biographer, has tried to cast doubt on Rand’s own recollections
of having studied with the famous Russian philosopher N. O. Lossky. Sciabarra shows that Milgram’s analysis fails
to cast doubt on Rand’s recollections—or on Sciabarra’s historical thesis.
My Years with Ayn Rand Jan 22 2022 The relationship between Rand and Branden changed over eighteen yaears
from student and teacher, to friends, to colleagues, to lovers and finally antagonists.
Ayn Rand and the World She Made Aug 05 2020 Ayn Rand is best known as the author of the perennially bestselling
novels The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged. Altogether, more than 12 million copies of the two novels have been
sold in the United States. The books have attracted three generations of readers, shaped the foundation of the
Libertarian movement, and influenced White House economic policies throughout the Reagan years and beyond. A
passionate advocate of laissez-faire capitalism and individual rights, Rand remains a powerful force in the political
perceptions of Americans today. Yet twenty-five years after her death, her readers know little about her life.In this
seminal biography, Anne C. Heller traces the controversial author’s life from her childhood in Russia during the
Bolshevik Revolution to her years as a screenwriter in Hollywood, the publication of her blockbuster novels, and the
rise and fall of the cult that formed around her in the 1950s and 1960s. Throughout, Heller reveals previously
unknown facts about Rand’s history and looks at Rand with new research and a fresh perspective. Based on original
research in Russia, dozens of interviews with Rand’s acquaintances and former acolytes, and previously
unexamined archives of tapes and letters, AYN RAND AND THE WORLD SHE MADE is a comprehensive and eyeopening portrait of one of the most significant and improbable figures of the twentieth century.
Atlas Shrugged May 02 2020 The decisions of a few industrial leaders shake the roots of capitalism and reawaken
man's awareness of himself as an heroic being
Ayn Rand and the Posthuman Jul 04 2020 Ayn Rand and the Posthuman is a study of the American novelist’s
relationship with twenty-first-century ideas about technology. Rand wrote science fiction that has inspired Silicon
Valley entrepreneurs, politicians, and economists. Ben Murnane demonstrates Rand’s connection to, and impact on,
those with a “posthuman” vision, in which human and machine merge. The text examines the philosophical
intersections between Rand’s philosophy of Objectivism and posthumanism, and Rand’s influence on
transhumanism, a major branch of posthumanist thought. The book further investigates Rand’s presence and
portrayal in various examples of posthumanist science fiction, including Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda, popular
videogame BioShock, and Zoltan Istvan’s novel The Transhumanist Wager. Considering Rand’s influence from a
cultural, political, technological, and economic perspective, this study throws light on an under-documented but
highly significant aspect of Rand’s legacy.
Ayn Rand Apr 24 2022
Essays on Ayn Rand's The Fountainhead May 26 2022 In this unique study of The Fountainhead, Dr. Robert Mayhew
brings together historical, literary, and philosophical essays that analyze the novel's style, its use of humor, and its
virtues of productivity, independence, and integrity. The essays make extensive use of previously unpublished
material from the Ayn Rand Archives, offering a new collection of material to explore and consider.
Für den neuen Intellektuellen Nov 27 2019 Dieses Buch aus dem Jahre 1961 prasentiert die Hauptaussagen von Ayn
Rands Philosophie fur alle, die eine integrierte Weltanschauung suchen." Der Titelessay analysiert die westliche
Kultur, diskutiert die Ursachen ihres Verlaufs, ihres Niedergangs, ihres gegenwartigen Bankrotts und zeigt den Weg

zu einer intellektuellen Renaissance auf."
Ayn Rand and the World She Made Mar 24 2022 A New York Times Notable Book A Chicago Tribune Favorite Book
of the Year A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year Ayn Rand’s books have attracted three generations of
readers, shaped the Libertarian movement, influenced White House economic policies throughout the Reagan years
and beyond, and inspired the Tea Party movement. Yet twenty-eight years after her death, readers know very little
about her life. In this seminal biography, Anne C. Heller traces the controversial author’s life from her childhood in
Bolshevik Russia to her years as a Hollywood screenwriter, the publication of her blockbuster novels, and the rise
and fall of the cult that worshipped her in the 1950s and 1960s. Based on original research in Russia and scores of
interviews with Rand’s acquaintances and former acolytes, Ayn Rand and the World She Made is a comprehensive
and eye-opening portrait of one of the most significant and improbable figures of the twentieth century.
Judgment Day Dec 21 2021 The author details his relationship with Ayn Rand, illuminating the tremendous influence
of Objectivism on his life and work and the twenty-five year intimate relationship they shared
Out of a Gray Fog Jul 24 2019 While Ayn Rand is a household name in the United States, her name holds less
currency in Europe. This book retraces Rand's European influences and her impact on European readers, revealing
a complicated publication and reception history as well as a remarkable panorama of thinkers and artists among her
admirers.
Ayn Rand and Song of Russia Jun 14 2021 In October 1947, more than twenty years after leaving Russia, Ayn Rand
testified before the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), which was investigating communist infiltration
of the motion picture industry. The focus of that testimony was Song of Russia, a 1944 pro-Soviet film that Rand
decried for its unrealistic, absurdly flattering portrait of life in the communist country. Ayn Rand scholar Robert
Mayhew focuses on this controversial period of American and Hollywood history by examining both the film and the
furor surrounding Rand's HUAC testimony. His analysis provides the first detailed history of any of the pro-Soviet
films to come out of 1940s Hollywood. Mayhew begins by offering a brief synopsis of the MGM film, followed by an
account of its production, as well as its reception. Most significantly, Mayhew analyzes Rand's appearance before
HUAC and discusses the response to her much-maligned testimony. By carefully scrutinizing this one episode in the
history of communism and anti-communism in 1940s Hollywood, Mayhew presents a more accurate picture of those
times and the issues surrounding them. His study allows for a re-evaluation of the role of communism in Hollywood,
the nature of the HUAC, and even the Hollywood Ten. This book should be of interest to anyone interested in the life
and thought of Ayn Rand, as well as to anyone interested in the history of Hollywood communism and of American
film.
The Journals of Ayn Rand Nov 19 2021 Rarely has a writer and thinker of the stature of Ayn Rand afforded us
access to her most intimate thoughts and feelings. From Journals of Ayn Rand, we gain an invaluable new
understanding and appreciation of the woman, the artist, and the philosopher, and of the enduring legacy she has
left us.Rand comes vibrantly to life as an untried screenwriter in Hollywood, creating stories that reflect her youthful
vision of the world. We see her painful memories of communist Russia and her struggles to convey them in We the
Living. Most fascinating is the intricate, step-by-step process through which she created the plots and characters of
her two masterworks, The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged, and the years of painstaking research that imbued the
novels with their powerful authenticity. Complete with reflections on her legendary screenplay concerning the
making of the atomic bomb and tantalizing descriptions of projects cut short by her death, Journals of Ayn Rand
illuminates the mind and heart of an extraordinary woman as no biography or memoir ever could. On these vivid
pages, Ayn Rand lives.
Essays on Ayn Rand's Anthem May 14 2021 In this first book-length study of Ayn Rand's anti-utopia Anthem, essays
explore the historical, literary, and philosophical themes presiding in this novella written in opposition to the
totalitarianism of the Soviet Union (and Nazi Germany). Written in 1937, published in 1938 in Britain, and
subsequently in a revised form in the United States in 1946, Anthem investigates the importance of the ego and
freedom, and the individual against the state. Editor Robert Mayhew has collected a variety of essays dealing with
such topics including: the history behind the novella's creation, publication, and reception; its connection to other
anti-utopian novels; and, the significance of ego and freedom, which it portrays and defends. This book is important
to philosophers as well as readers looking to gain a better understanding of Ayn Rand and Anthem.
A New Textbook of Americanism Nov 07 2020 Featuring new, never-before-released discussions with Ayn Rand...all
about her politics! Most people have no idea what the United States represents. Ayn Rand did grasp America's
political essence down to its roots. World-famous as the author of Atlas Shrugged, Rand emigrated from Russia to
the United States in 1926 at the age of twenty-one. Upon her arrival, she discovered that the collectivist politics of
Russia, and Europe in general, were taking hold in America. An early effort to fight this trend was Rand's Textbook
of Americanism, which she began writing in 1946 but was left unfinished. Until now. Seventy-two years later, A New
Textbook of Americanism: The Politics of Ayn Rand addresses the questions she did not answer then, building on
her insights to illuminate Americanism and its present-day application. Featuring Rand's full 1946 work plus essays
from the New Intellectuals, including Leonard Peikoff, and never-before-published discussions with Ayn Rand. Rand
once called the United States "the only moral country in the history of the world." A New Textbook of Americanism
explores the reasons for her judgment.
Notable American Women Jun 22 2019 Entries on almost five hundred women representing a wide range of fields of

endeavor are featured in a collection of biographical essays that integrate each woman's personal life with her
professional achievements, set in the context of historical develop
The Return of the Primitive Feb 29 2020 In the tumultuous late 60s and early 70s, a social movement known as the
"New Left" emerged as a major cultural influence, especially on the youth of America. It was a movement that
embraced "flower-power" and psychedelic "consciousness-expansion," that lionized Ho Chi Minh and Fidel Castro
and launched the Black Panthers and the Theater of the Absurd.In Return Of The Primitive (originally published in
1971 as The New Left), Ayn Rand, bestselling novelist and originator of the theory of Objectivism, identified the
intellectual roots of this movement. She urged people to repudiate its mindless nihilism and to uphold, instead, a
philosophy of reason, individualism, capitalism, and technological progress.Editor Peter Schwartz, in this new,
expanded version of The New Left, has reorganized Rand's essays and added some of his own in order to
underscore the continuing relevance of her analysis of that period. He examines such current ideologies as
feminism, environmentalism and multiculturalism and argues that the same primitive, tribalist, "anti-industrial"
mentality which animated the New Left a generation ago is shaping society today.
Essays on Ayn Rand's We the Living Sep 17 2021 This is the second edition of the study of Ayn Rand's first novel,
We the Living, which is set in Soviet Russia, and was written in 1936, ten years after she left the U.S.S.R. Topics
explored include: the fascinating history behind the novel's creation; its autobiographical nature; its reception
during America's “Red Decade”; its connection to Victor Hugo (Rand's favorite novelist); and, the philosophy of
freedom and the sanctity of life which it portrays and defends.
Champions of a Free Society Oct 26 2019 This book is written for individuals who want to learn about the
philosophical foundations of political and economic freedom. It is an introduction and a guide to the principal
theoretical ideas on liberty produced by the most influential and creative thinkers in history, with chapters on Adam
Smith, Ludwig von Mises, and Carl Menger.
Ideal Aug 29 2022 NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED In print for the first time ever, author and philosopher Ayn Rand’s
novel Ideal. Originally conceived as a novel, but then transformed into a play by Ayn Rand, Ideal is the story of
beautiful but tormented actress Kay Gonda. Accused of murder, she is on the run and turns for help to six fans who
have written letters to her, each telling her that she represents their ideal—a respectable family man, a far-left
activist, a cynical artist, an evangelist, a playboy, and a lost soul. Each reacts to her plight in his own way, their
reactions a glimpse into their secret selves and their true values. In the end their responses to her pleas give Kay
the answers she has been seeking. Ideal was written in 1934 as a novel, but Ayn Rand thought the theme of the
piece would be better realized as a play and put the novel aside. Now, both versions of Ideal are available for the
first time ever to the millions of Ayn Rand fans around the world, giving them a unique opportunity to explore the
creative process of Rand as she wrote first a book, then a play, and the differences between the two. INCLUDES AN
INTRODUCTION BY LEONARD PEIKOFF
Philosophers of Capitalism Sep 25 2019 Philosophers of Capitalism provides an interdisciplinary approach,
attempting to discover the feasibility of an integration of Austrian Economics and Ayn Rand's philosophy of
Objectivism. Edward W. Younkins supplies essays presenting the essential ideas of Carl Menger, Ludwig von Mises,
and Ayn Rand, as well as scholarly essays discussing the theorists and the interaction of their theories.
A Companion to Ayn Rand Apr 12 2021 The first volume to offer a comprehensive scholarly treatment of Rand’s
entire corpus (including her novels, her philosophical essays, and her analysis of the events of her times), this
Companion provides vital orientation and context for scholars and educated readers grappling with a controversial
and understudied thinker whose enduring influence on American (and world) culture is increasingly recognized. The
first publication to provide an in-depth scholarly treatment ranging over the whole of Rand’s corpus Provides
informed contextual analysis for scholars in a variety of disciplines Presents original research on unpublished
material and drafts from the Rand archives in California Features insightful and fair-minded interpretations of
Rand’s controversial positions
The Passion of Ayn Rand Dec 09 2020 The bestselling biography of one of the 20th century's most remarkable and
controversial writers. Author Barbara Branden, who knew Rand for nineteen years, provides a matchless portrait of
this fiercely private and complex woman.
The Early Ayn Rand Oct 31 2022 This remarkable, newly revised collection of Ayn Rand's early fiction—including her
previously unpublished short story The Night King—ranges from beginner's exercises to excerpts from early
versions of We the Living and The Fountainhead.
Essays on Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged Mar 12 2021 This is the first scholarly study of Atlas Shrugged, covering in
detail the historical, literary, and philosophical aspects of Ayn Rand's magnum opus. Topics explored in depth
include the history behind the novel's creation, publication, and reception; its nature as a romantic novel; and its
presentation of a radical new philosophy.
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